Central City Mobility
Construction Update July 2023

Construction work continues with a series of activities listed below:

- **Final striping complete** on 19th and 21st street. (Waiting on poles, signals, flexible posts and signs)
- **Striping activities continues on P and Q Streets**
- **Major grinding & paving activities move to I and 10th Street**
  - **I Street**:
    - Digouts: 6/30- 7/7
    - Raising iron: 7/10-7/15
    - Final slurry seal and striping will occur in August
  - **10th Street**
    - Digouts: 7/10 - 7/14
    - Grind and overlay: 7/17 - 7/21
    - Raising iron and striping: 7/24 - 8/4

**Community Impacts:**

- Dates subject to change
- Contractors will close lanes for several blocks at a time to allow space to complete the work.
- Isolated intersection closures as needed to perform intersection paving.
- Parking restrictions are in place where necessary.

The City staff continues to mitigate construction impacts and collaborate with the community to coordinate and notify local businesses of the planned work. Stay tuned here for bi-weekly updates.

**Project Hotline:**
916-314-6339
SacramentoMobilityProject@gmail.com
centralcitymobility.org